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ACCADUEO, CH4, DRONITALY, CONFERENZAGNL, HESE and FUELS MOBILITY
POSTPONED TO JULY 6, 7 AND 8 IN BOLOGNA
BolognaFiere's exhibition network, which, starting with Accadueo (the International Water Exhibition) and
CH4 (the exhibition dedicated to technologies and systems for transporting and distributing gas) has
created a platform with a very high index of innovation, featuring four other simultaneous initiatives
dedicated to sustainable mobility, fuels and new energy vectors, is being shifted by two weeks.
Accadueo, CH4, Dronitaly, ConferenzaGNL, HESE Hydrogen Energy Summit&Expo and Fuels Mobility are
the main events in the exhibition network scheduled for 6, 7 and 8 July, which will be completed with a
full programme of conferences and webinars.
The new dates provide further reassurance regarding the evolution of the pandemic emergency which,
thanks also to the progress of the vaccination campaigns, offers greater guarantees for the holding of the
event and the possibility of movement of operators in the sector.
On 6, 7 and 8 July, BolognaFiere will offer, in a single location, an integrated and synergic vision of
strategic sectors for relaunching the economy from an environmental perspective, as reiterated also by
the EU guidelines, with:
1. Accadueo, the International Water Exhibition will propose in this edition exhibition paths dedicated
to technologies, treatments and digital distribution systems with a central focus on sustainability;
2. CH4, the exhibition dedicated to technologies and systems for transporting and distributing gas;
3. HESE- Hydrogen Energy Summit&Expo, an initiative aimed at developing the hydrogen supply
chain;
4. ConferenzaGNL, an initiative aimed at promoting the direct use of LNG in the Euro-Mediterranean
area;
5. Fuels Mobility, an event dedicated to the evolution of service stations and electric mobility;
6. Dronitaly, an event aimed at the Italian drone community, which will focus on the most topical and
urgent issues relating to technologies that are finding increasingly incisive application in network
management and environmental protection.
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Mirumir and In Fieri are two Italian companies that for over 20 years have been involved in the design and organisation of high-profile
national and international trade fairs and conferences in the fields of energy, innovation and sustainable mobility. The company's expertise
extends from corporate communications and marketing consultancy to editorial, print and digital planning.

